

Give one scenario to each pair to brainstorm and then role play for  class.  A couple of pairs can have the same one if needed.  Invite further discussion after role play.
Reminder:  Take deep breath, think of ways to open dialog to possibly change the thinking:  What experience  led you to these feelings?  or  If that happened to you what  would you want me to do or say?  You seem   very upset, Can you explain?  The goal is to move the person away from stereotypical or prejudiced thinking and feeling.


Glendale police came in and rounded up a group of Latinos, deliberately sent away a
non-Latino who was with the group, and asked them for ID's, who their friends were, etc.  What would you do as a teacher?  What would you say to a colleague who said
“serves them right!”  or something like that???



A student of yours tells you she is being harassed in the locker room because she's trasgender.  She's one of those born with undeveloped sexual organs so the doctor chose her gender and did 
the called for surgery.  Struggling for years she finally had surgery done to allow her to be the female she felt she was.  How would you handle this? 



A group of college students are taking a stand against some costumes which, they say, can cause hurt and humiliation to people from minority ethnic groups. 
Students Teaching Against Racism in Society, an Ohio University student group, have created a poster campaign to highlight the racial stereotyping all too common in Halloween party dress.  You have a colleague who says “ The students don't understand a  good-natured spoof”  What would you say?




A Muslim student's beliefs and practices are being used to bar her from participating in a patriotic endeavor.  She wants to join ROTC.  What would you do. say?

There are many Latinos on your campus.  Some students burn a Mexican flag in the quad at lunch break.  You're on supervising duty.  What do you do?

A student of yours  found a posting by a veteran  officer with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in Chicago of hundreds of racist and anti-Islam comments on Facebook. What would you do?  Or suggest the student do?

Associated Press report published in NY.  "The infiltration was part of a secret NYPD intelligence-gathering effort that put entire Muslim communities under scrutiny. ... In a few instances, NYPD detectives approached campus police for help, saying they were working narcotics or gang cases to win their cooperation and sometimes even access to records, the official said.”  Is this legal? Where would you go to learn more and to get advice as to what to do?

Your neighbor says that he's going to report the neighbors across the street to the FBI because they're Muslim and they're doing something that looks suspicious.



One of your African American students tells you he was stopped by the  police while biking to school.  They wouldn't believe him when he said he lived in the neighborhood



One of your fellow teachers says she doesn't think Muslim girls should be allowed to wear headscarves in school.



Standing in line at the supermarket the woman in front of you says I'm so mad at these teachers who get such high salaries and perks and 3 months vacation!  Fire them all, don't you think?
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